
Holvi wanted to be available during 
agents’ offline hours and a secure 
chatbot helped their customers find 
answers to simple requests 24/7

74%
self-service rate

The chatbot helped automate simple 
requests and provided an effortless 
way to escalate requests to the right 
agent

22 seconds
time to solution

78%
overall CSAT

As a growing business, Holvi needed 
to find a way to balance customers’ 
pressing needs with a lean customer 
support team
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Holvi is a business banking service for all self-employed and freelancers and small 
businesses, offering digital payment, accounts, as well as invoicing and bookkeeping 
tools.

Zendesk: Customer service ticketing 
system
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Modern banking

Holvi
Building customer trust by solving 
service requests in 22 seconds

Dixa Feature: Chatbot



The Situation

As a banking service provider, Holvi is all about offering their services in a secure and trustworthy 
manner to build great customer relationships. Founded in 2011, the Finnish company empowers 
self-employed and freelancers as well as small businesses with a digital platform to manage their 
finances, including a bank account, Mastercard and tools for invoicing and bookkeeping. As Holvi 
offers a state-of-the-art product on a stylish platform, their customers expect to have an equally 
modern service experience. To keep their customers happy, Holvi is always on a mission to offer 
timely support.

“The integration with Zendesk was our number one 
priority when looking for a chatbot solution. With 
Dixa’s chatbot CRM field mapping, it’s just so easy to 
tackle customer requests after the handover as 
everything is categorized and all relevant information 
collected by the bot are in one place with the 
corresponding customers’ data.”

Jessika Franck, VP Customer Experience, Holvi

The Challenge

The main focus for Holvi was on scaling their business with a lean customer service team while 
creating exceptional CX. Growing bigger, they struggled with this endeavor as they were offering 
support primarily via live chat (and email outside of business hours), which required a lot of 
manpower and they received many repetitive requests. The only way to go forward for Holvi was 
to invest in customer service automation.



The Solution

Since 2020, their service agent team has a strong partner on their side: their chatbot Solvi. The bot 
helps them to scale their business effortlessly by resolving customer requests in just 22 seconds 
while keeping satisfaction high.



What’s working effectively for Holvi’s team is building a customer service funnel and applying 
user channeling. Once logged in, their customers can first self-serve on their FAQ page from 
which their chatbot is available. They can then either solve their problems with Solvi or routed to a 
service agent with an intended handover. During business hours, customers can start a live chat 
and outside of these times, they can fill out a form which creates a ticket in Zendesk. Holvi is 
managing customer expectations right from the start of the conversation by letting the customer 
know that Solvi, their digital assistant can help 24/7 while their service team is reachable via live 
chat during the stated hours.

Security is a top priority for automated customer services

User authentication plays a crucial role for using Holvi’s chatbot and helps the team to really tailor 
their service offer to their customers’ needs. This was a strong requirement for the financial service 
provider as they need to verify that they are communicating with the actual customer to fulfill their 
high security standards.



Setting up the chatbot was ultimately a team effort and a fun exercise by transferring the questions 
that the service agents are asked the most into the bot and building it in an engaging way (e.g. by 
using emojis) to encourage the customers to self-serve. The bot is also used for high priority topics 
and always updated immediately to inform customers proactively about ongoing campaigns or 
worst case if there has been an incident.

Seamless handover to an agent when necessary

In 2021, Solvi has solved 32% of Holvi’s overall incoming requests which is not only a huge support 
for their customers but also their service team. With a stable self-service rate of 74% and a chatbot 
CSAT of 78%, Holvi has seen great acceptance of the chatbot by its customers and built in 
intended handovers, knowing that they still have a lot of complex requests that require an agent.

“There was some initial bias in our team towards the 
chatbot as it felt like hiding the personal support 
behind it, but it’s really the opposite: Funneling 
customer requests through Solvi helps the team to be 
more efficient, offer more tailored help and focus on 
what matters most.”

Jessika Franck, VP Customer Experience, Holvi

Solvi helps customers in many languages

The bot is accessible within Holvi’s product after logging in. Their customers are then being routed 
to the right bot (Finnish or German) based on their location and will get the help they need. For the 
intended handovers of more complex requests, user authentication helps the service agents to 
instantly serve the customers in a personalized way without needing to ask for additional personal 
information which was the case before.



Ready to learn more?
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dixa.com @dixa

@dixa.io@dixaApp

@dixahq

Holvi is planning to offer their trusted chatbot services in English as well. They’re working to 
continuously improve the content and copy of the chatbots based on its insights to always adapt it 
to their customers’ current needs and preferences. On top of this, Holvi wants to broaden the use 
of the chatbot, offering it also on the help page to users not logged in.

“Solvi keeps our team motivated and happy by 
helping us to offer tailored support both in an 
automated way and with a human touch which results 
in high customer satisfaction and very low employee 
turnover.”

Jessika Franck, VP Customer Experience, Holvi

Automation helps Holvi scale it’s quality customer service

Historically, Holvi has seen an increase in customer requests as their business and customer base 
grew. But this changed with Solvi: comparing 2021 with 2020, there was no significant increase in 
their daily live chat conversations while the number of customers to be served went up. In fact, 
they even managed to improve their average live chat handling time by 10%, offering faster support 
both with the bot and the service agents. Solvi played a meaningful role in their ability to scale their 
service and improve their customer experience.

https://www.dixa.com/demo/?utm_term=dixa&utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=&hsa_net=adwords&hsa_grp=136202567511&hsa_mt=p&hsa_tgt=kwd-314226335519&hsa_kw=dixa&hsa_src=g&hsa_acc=7237417264&hsa_cam=16205795994&hsa_ver=3&hsa_ad=596076786370&gclid=Cj0KCQjwlemWBhDUARIsAFp1rLVdOunpGKIhSIX125P7SBCu1jCXJkuzmLWZcOpZ62UwLAqzBYZ_88MaApWaEALw_wcB
https://www.dixa.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/dixa/
https://www.instagram.com/dixa.io/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/dixaapp?lang=en
https://www.facebook.com/dixahq

